Walk #5

Berry Point Loop

GaLTT’s Great Winter Walkabout
What to expect
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NOTE: our maps are simpliﬁed
representations and do not include
all the curves and wiggles in roads
and trails.

Approx time: 45 minutes
Approx distance: 2 km
Difficulty: moderate (hills)
Begin: very end of Berry
Point Road (up the hill
beyond Orlebar Point)
Quiet neighbourhood roads,
forest trails, and maybe even
a side trip to the Surf!
Watch for GREEN FLAGGING TAPE
at confusing spots, but please note
that the entire walk is NOT flagged.
(The tape will be removed when the
Walkabout series ends in February.)
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Please note that some of these trails
are on private property, and be
respectful of the land and owners.
Contact GaLTT for trail licence info.

CLARENDON RD

Directions
Park on the road allowance turnaround at the end of
Berry Point Road (in the 1100 block). Look for the
trailhead rock and GaLTT trail sign (to Clarendon)
on the stump and walk up the laneway. Just before
the closed gate, turn right by the trail sign and
follow the path through the forest. After about 15
minutes, you will emerge and turn right onto
Clarendon. Watch for the shed with a bicycle mural
on the right and the trail sign below it, posted to
Surf Lodge. Follow this path down through cedar/fir
forest, past the pond and bearing left after the old
water tower. Continue down the hill to the dirt road
(Chichester West) that runs behind the Surf and
turn right by the trailers.
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Walk along the lane, and turn right past the
Chichester Rd sign and big Cedar. Look for the trail
post and turn left onto the path. (If this trail
becomes too wet, go back to the intersection and
walk down to Berry Point Road). When you come
out of the trail, onto another lane, look for the trail
sign on a hydro pole. This short path will take you
to Chichester Road East, which leads to Berry Point
Road. A right turn and a climb up the hill will take
you back to the trail head.
You’ve got till February to complete at least 6 walks
to enter for a chance to win a prize—it’s not too late
to pick up your Trail Journal from our prize donor
North Road Sports!

PLEASE REMEMBER that even the easiest Gabriola trails may have mud
and rough or rooty sections that make sections awkward or slippery.

